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A variant of the method of coordinate descent for minimization is examined. Included are
some convergence properties of the method, which minimizes F(Y, Z) by successively minimizing
Fin the Y and Z coordinate vectors. Examples where the minimization technique is used in cluster
analysis, including the family of Fuzzy c-Means algorithms, are given.
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1. Introduction
This paper has two main objectives. The first goal is to show that several computational techniques for clustering and mixture density analysis are in fact instances
of a grouped variable version of coordinate descent applied to particular objective
functions; and the second is to state (and in one case prove) the most important •
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-results concerning convergence of this particular optimization technique. These
results are important for investigators computing with algorithms such as Fuzzy
·c-Means, Bezdek (1981), Redner and Walker (1984). We begin below with a development of the method of grouped coordinate descent.
Consider the following method for minimizing the functionf(wl> w2 , w3 ): R 3 --+R.
Given a current approximation w•· to a minimizer, we can try to find a new point
w'+i, assumed to be more accurate as an approximation to a minimizer, by taking
w+ 1 = w• +et.! d•, where the scalar (/.r solves mina f (w' + (/.d') for the search vector d'
in R 3 • In words, we will attempt to minimize f by performing a sequence of one
·dimensional (along the search vectors d') minimizations. Picking d' to be - Vf(w')
yields the method of steepest descent. Restricting d' to be one of the unit vectors
e1 = (1, 0, Of, e2 =(0, 1, O)r, and e3 =(0, 0, l)T yields various versions of the method
of coordinate descent, Zangwill (1969). The choice {d'}={e 1 , e2 , e3 , el> e2 , e3 , ... }
prescribes the method of cyclic coordinate descent. Several other choices lead to
.algoritl:1ms with names, but none of them are suitable as general optimization tools
because they usually converge very slowly to a solution. In fact, if n variables are
present, then cycling through all n coordinate minimizations results in an error
improvement comparable to one steepest descent step.
The method we will refer to as grouped coordinate descent (GCD) is a vector
variable relative of the above. Specifically, let YE R" and Z E Rm, and let F (Y, Z):
R" X Rm--+ R be a function we wish to minimize. The GCD method prescribes the
calculation of the new iterate (Y'+ 1 , zr+ 1) from the current iterate (Y', Z') by
yr+ 1 =argmin F(Y, Z')

(l.la)

y

zr+ 1 =argmin F(Y'+ 1 , Z)
z

(l.lb)

It is shown in the next section that several clustering and mixture density de>
composition methods are instances of (1.1) applied to the appropriate objective
function. This motivates the study of the convergence properties of the GCD method, which are summarized in the third section. The last section contains some
closing remarks.

2. Examples of GCD in clustering and mixture decomposition

The problem of describing the structure in some set of points and that of computing the parameters of a mixture of distributions are related, and so it is not
surprising that similarities exist between methodologies for solving these two problems. We begin with some notation necessary to discuss clustering.
Let X= {x 1 , ... , x,} be a data set in Rs, and let c be an integer, 1 <c<n. Fuzzy
• c-partitions of X are c X n matrices U = [u 1k] E Rcn that satisfy:
u1k e [0, 1]

for all i=l, ... , c and k=l, ... , n

(2.1a)
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i.e. a point k belongs to cluster i in the degree u;"' *
c

.}; u;k= 1

for all k= 1, ... , n

(2.1b)

1=1

i.e. a point k has complete belongingness to the c-partition, *
n

.};u1"<n

0<

for all i=l, ... , c

(2.1c)

k=1

i.e. only non-empty and non-all-embracing clusters are considered.*
LetMfc={UeRc":u1" satisfies (2.1)}, and let v=(v 1 , ••• ,vc)reRcs denote a
vector of "cluster centers" (vectors in R•). The Fuzzy c-Means algorithms are
defined via the functional lm: MfcXRc•-t[O, oo);
n

c

2; (u k)m llxk-vdl

lm (U, v)=.};
k= 1

me [1, oo)

2

1

,

where

is a weighting exponent, and
is any inner product norm.

11 • 11

(2.2a)

I= 1

(2.2b)
(2.2c)

In what follows it is convenient to abbreviate the squared norm in (2.2a) by d1"=
2
=llxk-vtll •
First consider minimizing lm over U in Mfc for a fixed v with m= 1. It is easy
to see' that global minimization occurs at the U with u1" for 1:::;;i:::;;c and 1::::;k::::;n
satisfying:
1,
u 1" = {0,

d1k=min {dlk, ... , dck}}

otherwise

( .3)
2

For m> 1, it is shown in Bezdek (1980) that the global minimizer in U for fixed v
is given for 1:::;;i:::;;c and 1::::;k::::;n by
Ujk

=[t

(dlk/djk)ll(m-l)rl

(2.4)

We are assuming that the min in (2.3) is attained by only one djk• for each k, and
that all d1" are strictly positive in (2.4). These asllumptions give us uniqueness of U
in each case and cleaner descriptions of the algorithms to follow, but they are not
strictly necessary in order to obtain various convergence results, Bezdek, Hathaway,
Tucker and Sabin (1985).
For any m?:: l, it is easily shown that the global minimizer v of lm for a fixed U
U e Mfc is given for i= 1, ... ,m by
(2.5)
• remarks added by editor
7
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Cycling between (2.3) and (2:5) yields the Hard c-Means algortihms, and the
Fuzzy c-Means algorithms are obtained by iterating between (2.4) and (2.5). It is
seen from the derivation that both algorithms can be interpreted as GCD applied
to Jm with U and v being the two vectors of variables.
Our next examples of GCD come from the related problem of decomposing
a mixture distribution. In this context it is assumed that X is actually a sample of
observations from a random variable distributed according to the mixture density:
c

p (x;

01:1, ... ,

rxco B1o ... , Be)=

,2; rx;p

1

(x; B;)

i=l

for some value of the parameter y=(rxb ... , rxc, B1o ... , Be) in the set

1

Q={y: ~rx;=l, rx;~O,

B;EQ;,

for i=l, ... ,c},

where Q 1 is the parameter space for the it 11 component density p 1 (x; B;). The method
of maximum likelihood attempts to estimate the true parameter y0 by computing
a maximizer y of the log-likelihood function:
11

L (y;

X1o ... , Xn)=

,2; log (P (xk; y))
k=l

The general EM algorithm for mixture distributions, which attempts to find
maximizers of L, is described in Redner and Walker (1984), although the actual
iteration for specific cases has been discovered by numerous researchers. For example,
Wolfe (1970) gave the iteration in the case that each component density p; (x; p, 1, 1:1)
is normal with mean p, 1 and covariance matrix 1:1, and we illustrate the form in this
case below. Given a current parameter value y, the first step in calculating a new
approximation y is to compute a posteriori probabilities using Bayes rule:
u1k=rx 1p 1(xk; B1)/p (xk; y)

l~i~c,

l~k~n.

(2.6)

Then the matrix U = [u 1k] is used to calculate the new parameter y by:
(2.7a)

~~=(~u;kxk)J(~utk) l~i~c

(2.7b)

l: 1 =(~ u1k(xk-~ 1) (xk-~tY)j C~utk) l~i~c

(2.7c)

Cycling between (2.6) and (2.7) gives Wolfe's algorithm for normal mixtures,

but the connection with GCD is not clear. However, it is shown in Hathaway (1985a):
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that the EM algorithm for mixture densities could be obtained by successiyely
minimizing, over U in Mfc and- y in Q, the function
c

D (U,

c

n

n

y)= }; };u;k log (u;k)-}; };u;k log (cxipi (xk; B;))
~

i=l

i=l

k=l

(2.8)

k=l

(It is easy to verify that GCD applied to D (U, y) yields (2.6)+---*(2.7) if each Pi (x; B;)
is ;10rmal). Thus the EM algorithm is also an instance of GCD. Two other variants
ofthe EM algorithm can also be viewed as GCD. The penalized versions of the EM
algoritlm1 for certain mixtures suggested in Redner (1980) are given a GCD interpretation simply by adding the appropriate penalty terms to D (U, y) in (2.8). And
the constrained versions of EM discussed in Hathaway (1985b) correspond to a constrained minimization over the y variable in the application of GCD . .

The final instance of GCD in clustering that we present here is from Sclove
(1983), wherein a type of hybrid between clustering and mixture decomposition
methods was proposed for the image segmentation problem. Specifically, a hard
partition solving

[-

:~ix~c i~ k~ uik log (Pi (xk; Bi))]

(2.9)

was sought using GCD with the vector variables U and 0= (81> .. ., Bc)T e Qc =

3. Convergence results for GCD
Throughout we implicitly assume that F (Y, Z) has a unique coordinate minimizer in each variable for any fixed value of the other; we make this rather strong
assumption for convenience, but as noted before, some global and local convergence results can be obtained under weaker assumptions, Bezdek, et al. (1985a).
We now define the iteration functions YF and ZF from RnxR"'-?RnxRm by
YF (Y, Z) = (argmin F(Y, Z), Z)

(3.la)

y

and
ZF (Y, Z) = (argmin F(Y, Z), Z)
z

(3.lb)

The iteration of (1.1) can now be represented by the composition Zp o Yp, and
global convergence results are obtained applying theory such as the following result
from Zangwill (1969).
$
3.1. (Zangwil/) Let V be any set in Rq, and let P (V) be its power set. Let
the point-to-set map A: V -?P (V) determine an algorithm that, given a point w1 e: V,
generates .the sequence {wk} by wk+ 1 e A (wk). Also let a solution set Q c V be given.·
THEOREM

- -- -------------- ----------------

----
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Suppose
(1) All points wk are in a compact set We V.
(2) There is a .continuous function Q: V--+ R such that

(a) if w is not a solution, then for any u eA (w)
Q (u)<Q (w)

(b) if w is a solution, then either the algorithm terminates or for any u eA (w)
Q

(u)~Q

(w)

and
(3) The map A is closed at w

if w is not a solution.

Then either the algorithm stops at a solution, or the limit of any convergent
subsequence is a solution.

We remark that here closedness of A is in the sense of Zangwill (1969), and
should not be confused with the notion of a closed mapping between two topological spaces. This notion reduces to the notion of continuity when A is a point-to
point mapping such as ZF o Yp.
This theorem has been used to obtain global convergence results for many of
the algorithms of the last section. (Global convergence results concern those properties of all iteration sequences regardless of the initial point used). To apply
Zangwill's theorem, we take Q to be the objective function F(Y, Z), ZFo YF (or
equivalently, YF o ZF) to be the map A, and the solution set Q is taken to be the
fixed points of ZF o Yp, i.e., those stationary points that are minimizers in each
separate vector variable with the other variable fixed.
In applying Theorem 3.1 to GCD for a global result, the second condition is
seen to hold, so that actually only (1) and (3) must be verified. So the major global
result for GCD essentially says that if ZF o YF is continuous (the function equivalent of the point-to-set property of closedness in (3)), and all the iterates stay in
some compact subset of Rn x Rm, then all limit points of the iteration sequence
are in the solution set Q. Note that Q may contain minimizers and saddle points
ofF, but not maximizers. It is exactly this kind of result that has been proved separately for Fuzzy c-Means, Bezdek et al. (1985a): and EM, Redner and Waiter
(1984). Global convergence results for algorithms such as Hard c-Means and the
segmentation algorithm in Sclove (1983) are simpler since there are only a finite
(barring certain kinds of singularities) number of possible iterates. This gives the
stronger conclusion that these algorithms will terminate at a point in Q after a finite
number of iterations.
Recently attention as been given to local convergence results of these
algorithms- Redner and Walker (1984), Hathaway and Bezdek (1985), Bezdek
et al. (1985b). Local convergence theorems are concerned with special properties
of iteration sequences started near certain solution points in Q. Theorem 3.3 below
is a local result for GCD obtained using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

------------------

-

-

-

-

Cycling between (2.6) and (2.7) gives Wolfe's algorithm for normal mixtures,
but the connection with GCD is not clear. However, it is shown in Hathaway (1985a):
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LEMMA 3.2. Let 'YF and ZF be point-to-point mappings for ·'Oll points in the closed
Euclidean ball B (<5') of positive radius o' centered at a local minimizer (Y*, Z*) of
F(Y, Z). Further assume that F has a Hessian that is continuous on B (<5') and positive definite a! (Y*, Z*). Then there exists a positive number <5" such that YF and ZF
are contim,wus on B ( <5' ').

Proof. We show that YF is continuous; the proof for ZF is identical. Pick o"
and T to satisfy: (i) a'> T >a"> 0, (ii) F ( Y, Z) is strictly convex on B (T), and
(iii) F, =
min
F(Y, Z)> max F(Y, Z) = F6 , . Pick (Y, Z) e B (a"). Then
boundary (R (<))

B (a")

F (Y, Z) is strictly convex in Y (by ii) on the convex subset of B (T) containing
points with Z coordinate equal to Z. Since by (iii) F(Y, Z)<F, ~minimum value
of F(Y, Z) over points satisfying 11 (Y, Z) - (Y*, Z*) 11=•, it fol)ows (using i) that
YF (Y, Z) e B (•) for every (Y, Z) e B (o"). Now let (Y, Z) e B (o"), and let {(Y', Z')}
be any sequence in B (T) converging to (Y, Z). We show continuity on B (a") by
showing that the sequence { YF ( Y', Z')} converges to YF ( Y, Z). Clearly there is

convergence in the Z component. There is convergence in the Y component if and
only if the minimizers of the strictly convex functions cP,(Y)=F(Y, Z') (restricted
to 11 (Y, Z) - (Y*, Z*) 11~•) converge to the minimizer of the strictly convex function
cP (Y) = F(Y, Z). Because of the strict convexity, the convergence of et>, to cP is necessarily ~niform (Theorem 10.8 of Rockafellar (1970)), from which the desired result
easily follows.
THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 hold. Then there exists a neighborhood N of ( Y*, Z*) such that if ( Y0 , Z 0 ) e N, then the iteration sequence generated
by (Yr+t, zr+l) = ZFo YF (Y', Z'), for r;?oO, converges to (Y*, Z*).

Pro of. Again let o" denote the radius from Lemma 3.2 corresponding to the
ball B (0'') on which F is strictly convex and ZF and YF are continuous. Pick p
satisfying o" > p > 0 such that ZF o YF is continuous on B (p). This is possible since
ZF and YF are continuous on B (o") with YF (Y*, Z*)=(Y* , Z*). Using the convexity of B (p), strict convexity ofF, and the fact that (Y*, Z*) is a fixed point of
ZF o YF, we know there exists a number p' > 0 such that
(Y, Z) eN={(Y, Z) eB (p): JF(Y*, Z*)-F(Y, Z) I<p'}
implies that ZFo YF (Y, Z) eB(p). Since F(ZFo YF (Y, Z))~F(Y, Z), we also have
that ZF o YF (Y, Z) is in N. So if {(Y', Z')} is a GCD sequence initiated by some
point (Y 0 , Z 0 ) in N, then the entire sequence is in the compact set B (p). Again
using the convexity of B (p) and strict convexity ofF, we can conclude that (Y*, Z*)
is the only fixed point of ZF o YF in B (p), and that this point globally minimizes F
on B(p). Application of Theorem 3.1 shows that (Y*, Z*) is a limit point of the
iteration sequence and that
lim F (Y', Z')=F (Y*, Z*)
r-+oo
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MHHHMH3~HH B KJiaCTepuoM • auaJiu3e c pa3MbiTOCTIO

B

pa6oTe paCCMOTpeHO HeKOTOphiH BapMaHT JnepaUROHROfO MeTO)J;a IIOKOOpp:HHaTHOH MHHH-

MH3aJlHH, flpep:cTaBJieHO HeKOTOphle, CBH3alffih!e CO CXO)J;IIMOCTIO, CBOHCTBa :noro BapllaHTa.

B

oJIHcaHHhiM MeTo,n:e rrpoBO,ll;llTCJI rroo'lepe,n:H aJI MllHHMil.3au_IDl cpyH KJlHH

CTBax BeKTOpOB

Y

H

Z.

F ( Y, Z)

B npocTpaH-

flpHBep:eHO npHMepa npllMeHelillll MeTop:a B KJiaCTepHOM aHaJlli3e, C OCO•

6eHHhiM y'leTOM rpyrriibl anropllTMOB ,pa3MbiTbiX C -

u_eHTpOB ",
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too much work is probably being spent on each of a sequence ofintermediate optimization problems. The second is that the speed of convergence not be too slow,
and it is with this requirement that EM sometimes struggles.
On balance the effectiveness of pattern recognition techniques based on objective functions depends on the interpretation that can be given to solutions of the
particular objective function and on the computability of those solutions. Theo~
retical convergence analysis of the kind made above is an important aspect of the
overall attractiveness of a particular method.
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Minimalizacja w analizie skupien z rozmytoscif!
W pracy rozpatruje si~ pewien wariant metod iteracyjnej minimalizacji po wsp6!rz~dnych.
Podano niekt6re wlasnosci tego wariantu zwi!Jozane z jego zbieznosci!Jo. Opisana metoda minimalizuje funkcj~ F(Y, Z) przez kolejne minimalizacje F w przestrzeniach wektor6w Y i Z. Podano
-przyklady zastosowan metody w analizie skupien, ze szczeg61nym uwzgl~dnieniem grupy algorytm6w rozmytych c-centr6w (w literaturze znanych jako "K-means").

